Experiments on a real dataset shows that our method outperforms two baseline methods introduced in a recent related paper about 47% and 15% in terms of F measure respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
The convenience of exchanging information for people is a main achievement of the Internet and communication technology. The prevalent uses of Instant Messenger (IM), Internet Relay Chat Room (IRC) and Short Message Service (SMS) are good examples [1]. Ma et al have declared the prevalent usage and huge amounts of consumers in China [2] . We have the solid arguments that communication technology like IM and SMS will be popularized further in the future.
The communication method mentioned above is a kind of interactively chat method using keyboard. Participants intercommunicate by sending text content to others. The text contents said by participants in a chat group are broadcasted in time sequence to all members in this group (as shown in figure 1). It is true that most of the message streams produced through IM or IRC are casual chitchat which are neither meant to be analyzed. However, there is a remarkable category of chat message stream containing valuable knowledge. It relies on the apply styles of users.
A Motivation
On the one hand, these technology and products facilitate communication for people to exchange rewarding information. Some corporations and educational institutions have provided IRC aiming at their specific requirements, e.g. custom service or after-sale service based on SMS [3], Chat Group for discussion after class. It is useful to analyze the contents of this kind of IM or SMS. For example, hot issues concerned by customers can be extracted from the SMS corpus of custom service, and this information can be used further to improve the product documents or optimize the product web site. Chat Group created by colleges or vocational training schools through MSN or ICQ provides a platform for professors and students to discuss the problems which are related to their class. Analyzing chat content is useful for students to share what they have learned and professors to rearrange their prelection ways. It is a meaningful study area to analyze the chat content from the motivation of information management and knowledge finding.
On the other hand, these kinds of communication technology can also be used as a forum for discussions of dangerous activities, such as recruiting and training new terrorist [4] , committing corporate and homeland espionage [5] , and even discussing terrorist plots with other outlaws [6] . Therefore, we need to monitor online chats to aid crime detection or crime prevention. Because people monitor the conversations actively for a prolonged time is expensive and usually hard for a person to keep track of all the diverse topics in the text stream. Many countries have conducted the task of monitoring and analysis to chat room, IM or SMS, and there are successful cases [7, 8, 9] . It is obligatory to monitor the chat text in chat room, IM, etc. in order to strive for public safety or criminal evidences for public litigation.
The messages from different participants on different topics are very short and heavily interwoven. It is not appropriate to analyze or mine directly on messages. Moreover, most messages in the stream are too short to be meaningful by themselves, as a single message can not convey a relatively rounded topic without considering the context information. Therefore, it is necessary to extract conversations in dynamic text message stream such that each conversation is about a specific topic pronounced by participants during a specific time period. Then the task of chat text monitoring and analysis or other mining applications can be performed on conversations.
However, chat message is radically different from various other written discourses due to its often informal nature. Furthermore, the message stream does not contain linear discussions of any single topic, but rather contains partially threaded and interwoven topics that oscillate in short, incomplete messages. Existing text mining techniques, such as TDT [11] , rely on more structured, formal corpuses, such as Web documents, research papers, etc and cannot be employed for conversation extraction.
In the past, little work has been proposed to address the problem of conversation extraction in dynamic text message stream concerning both content and time characteristics of stream. An exception is [10] , where the authors detected conversation (called thread in that paper) by the starting message and ending message. But the authors employed traditional TF-IDF model to represent message contents and a single-pass stream clustering algorithm to group messages into conversations. The traditional TF-IDF model would lead the deviation of similarity between messages because of the sparse terms in messages. Besides, the single-pass stream clustering algorithm cannot deal with the renewable assignments of messages to conversations. This also results to excessive penalty to small or newborn conversations.
B Contributions
There are some linguistic rules in the sequential messages in a conversation. For example, the ending sentence "Are you … ?" in message A and the beginning sentence "Yes. …" in directly following message B are valuable hints for organizing A and B into one conversation. We try to unearth this kind of linguistic features in the dynamic text messages stream by conditional probability to assist conversation extraction.
In this paper, we propose a double time windows clustering algorithm, called DWExter, to extract topiclevel conversations in dynamic text message stream. DWExter dynamically constructs representations of messages and maintains memory storage structure for processing conversations when grouping messages. The dynamic representation of messages employs the linguistic features in message stream and avoids the deviation of similarity on TF-IDF. And the storage structure for conversations, called Reversed Message Relationship structure (RMR), is developed in order to support the renewable assignments when grouping messages into conversations. We compare DWExter with the baselines on a Chinese instant message datasets, and the results indicate that DWExter outperforms the baselines proposed by Shen about 47% and 15% respectively in terms of F measure criterion.
Apart from section 1, this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works highlighting the originality of this work. In section 3, we define preliminary definitions include conversation and conversation extraction task. In section 4, we firstly design the dynamic representations of messages when measuring their similarity, and secondly propose a memory storage structure for the purpose of renewable message clustering, finally propose the DWExter algorithm. A general analysis for our instant message corpus is presented firstly at section 5, and then some experimental results are described. Section 6 summarizes our work with considerations on future directions II. RELATED WORKS Topic identification from text documents is a longstanding problem [11, 12] . TDT researchers try to discover and thread together topically related material in stream of text data such as regular documents or broadcast news. However, online chat, such as IM or SMS, do not contain linear discussions of single topics, but rather partially threaded, interwoven topics that oscillate in short, incomplete utterances. It is structured differently from written discourse. So the context which we consider is very different from TDT. Besides, Text segmentation aims to identify the boundaries of topic changes in long text documents and/or document stream, while in our problem, we aim to find the conversations from stream consisting of short messages.
Some other papers work on the same type of data. In [8] , Khan et al. realized the importance of identifying the conversations and made a preliminary attempt. However, their approach relies on some positive and negative patterns provided by experts, which limits its application. ChatTrack, a text classification system, is developed by Jason Bengel, et al [9] . ChatTrack creates a conceptbased profile that represents a summary of the topics discussed in a chat room or by an individual participant. It archives the contents of chat room discussions and could be degraded to response a specific request, e.g. creating profiles of particular sessions or particular users. Q. Zhao and P. Mitra defined the concept of event in the social text streams (e.g., blogs, emails, and Usenets) as a set of relations between social actors on a specific topic over a certain time period [13] . They detected events by combining text-based clustering, temporal segmentation, and graph cuts of social networks. Some features they employed, such as social networks and inherent links, are not available in text message stream we study. Giuseppe C. et al proposed a framework for email summarization in [14] . They dug out a quotation graph from the quotation markers in replying mail threads and use the quotation graph to try to capture an email conversation. But this kind of quotation markers do not exist in the scene we study. R. Cooper and S. Ali attempted to process short electronic free text communication (e-mail and SMS text messages) and extract structured data so that it can readily be added to the repository [15] . The purpose they processed the text message stream is different from ours.
There are another group or work, such as [16, 17] , on data which are similar to the text message stream we exploit. The data they studied are produced by Newsgroups, BBS (Bulletin Board System) or other forums. Although their data appear as a stream consisting of messages, they are organized explicitly into thread trees. The root of the thread tree is the first message posted by someone. The thread tree then expands as other people reply to this message. The data which they studied has the inherent thread structure and is reasonably very different from ours. To discover the structure of the message stream is our objective.
Our work is closely related to Shen in [10] . As described in section 1, they unearthed the linguistic and temporal features in message stream and achieved good results for thread detection in message stream. However, because of the intrinsic shortcoming of key-word sparsity and high dimension curse of TF-IDF model, their method leads likely deviation of similarity between messages. In addition, the single-pass stream clustering algorithm adopted by Shen leads penalty to small conversations when determining the group for the new coming message. T. Wu [8] employed some patterns which were provided by experts to identify thread starts in online chat stream. We borrow the idea of syntactic features from Wu to assist us in defining the similarity between message and conversation. Text content, which was not utilized by Wu, is an important factor in ours for grouping messages.
III. PRELIMINARY DEFINITION
For convenience of discussion, we first clarify the definitions of two concepts. One is the conversation, which is our final object to obtain from text message stream in order to organize messages reasonably into topic related groups. The other is the task of conversation extraction from dynamic text messages stream.
A Conversation
Message (marked as M) is a piece of short text which is produced by chatter and sent through text communication tools, such as Chat Room, IM or SMS. The message reflects chatter's thought in course of discussing. Online chat provides a mode of talking to others using a keyboard, but it has the spontaneity of realtime interaction much like the face-face talk. The chat process produces a series of message sequences.
Conversation: A conversation is a group of messages which are produced sequentially in chat process in a specific time span and related with the same topic.■ As shown in Figure 2 , the messages in a conversation form a group in which all messages are contributed together to a specific topic. The foregoing message is responded by the following messages sequentially not necessarily neighborly. For example, M 11 , M 12 and M 13 consist of a conversation with the starting message M 11 , responding message M 12 and ending message M 13 . Usually, a conversation refers to the chat messages among several participants from the beginning to the end.
B Conversation Extraction Task
Conversations is reasonable for chat monitoring in message stream as well as other mining application than a singer message because that the former has more integrated context information and describes more complete content of specific topic than the latter.
Conversation Extraction: The conversation extraction is to use some methods to extract groups of sequential messages from online text message stream according to some similarity measuring. The sequential messages extracted from stream are related with the same topic and transmitted in a specific time span.
The group of sequential messages extracted from message stream is the conversation (marked as C) discussed in this paper. It should be our major work to develop the extraction algorithm as well as the correlative technologies, e.g. the method of similarity measure between messages and the memory structure of data processed by extraction algorithm. Shen worked on the off-line thread detection in [10] while we study in online message stream, which is sensitive to time and resource.
IV. APPROACHES FOR CONVERSATION EXTRACTION
As discussed above, our approaches for conversation extraction in dynamic text message stream constitute of three parts. One is the similarity measure between messages, which determines whether or not a new coming message belongs to a conversation. The second is a memory structure for storage of conversations being processed currently by extraction algorithm. And the last is an algorithm to perform the extraction process continuously from message stream based on above two parts. We discuss three parts as well as their complexity analysis in detail in the following subsections.
A Similarity Measuring
When performing the extraction process, a criterion is required to determine whether or not one new coming message belongs to a conversation. Our criterion consists of two factors: the similarity score of cosine according to their text content and the linguistic features distilled from the pair of exploring messages.
A1 Dynamic Content Similarity
Traditional TF-IDF model for text similarity may be confronted with the challenges of high dimension curse and key term sparsity for short text segment. To conquer these shortcomings of TF-IDF, we propose a method to construct the dynamic representation for messages, and the cosine measure is used on these representations to calculate the content similarity degree between messages.
Firstly, we calculate the semantic similarity between words in vocabulary according linguistic taxonomy and training corpus. The part of similarity between two words related with taxonomy can be calculated according to Guan's method in [18] at the aid of HowNet [19] . Let it be SW L . The part of similarity related with training corpus, marked by SC L , is determined by the cooccurrence probability of pair of words in training corpus. We use a simple method as shown as formula (1) to mix above similarity factors. Surely, how to measure the similarity between words based on taxonomy or corpus is an open problem as well as the problem of how to mix them, and there may be other more complex methods focusing on these issues. It can be our future work, and we do not focus on these problems in this paper.
Secondly, we construct the dynamic representation for pair of messages using their words when measuring their similarity. Unlike classical methods that use a precompiled word list containing hundreds of thousands of words, our method dynamically forms the semantic vectors solely based on the compared messages.
Given two messages, M 1 and M 2 , a joint word set is formed as formula (2) . The joint word set M contains all the distinct words from M 1 and M 2 . Since the set M is purely derived from the compared messages, it is compact with no redundant information.
Thus, a scheme is needed to weight each word. It has been shown that words that occur with a higher frequency contain less information than those that occur with lower frequencies [20] . We weight the significance of a word using its information content, which is derived from its probability p i in containing message as formula (3). 
A2 Linguistic feature relationship
As discussed before, there are some linguistic rules in message stream which can be employed for conversation extraction. For simplicity, we assume the dependence satisfies the Markov chain property, which is reasonable according to the report by Shen [10] . That is, the likelihood of a feature in message M j is entirely determined by the proceeding message M i in the same conversation. For example, in Figure 2 , if M 11 includes an interrogative sentence which raises a question, it is supposed that M 12 will contain a declarative sentence to answer the question and M 13 may say "Ok, I got it". Given two messages M i and M j , we can define a Boolean function f(M i , M j ), which equals true if M i and M j belongs to the same conversation and they are neighboring messages.
What we are interested in is the likelihood of f(M i , M j ) being true given the linguistic features describing them, that is, the probability p(f(M i , M j )|SLF), where SLF denotes some linguistic feature extracted from training corpus. This equation can be defined by formula (5):
Then, the similarity between message and conversation is defined by formula (6). An intuitive explanation of equation (6) is that the similarity between message and conversation is determined by not only their text contents but also the linguistic features between them. The final similarity between message M new and conversation C is defined using the MAX value between M new and the message in C.
(1 ) ( ( , )| ))
As we know that the similarity may deviate when measuring short text using TF-IDF model because of sparse key words in text. Formula (6) avoids the similarity deviation by importing the linguistic feature relationship. The weight parameter α should be determined through experiments.
B The Structure of Reverse Message Relation
The memory storage structure of reverse message relation, called RMR, is used to support DWExter algorithm to renew the message memberships among conversations. The similarity between message M i and conversation C k is defined by the message M j ∈C k which has the max similarity with M i . RMR stores the relationship for a message with which some other messages in the same conversation have the max similarity according to formula (6). Figure 3 is an example for RMR data structure for some messages in 
C The extraction algorithm DWExter
DWExter is a stream clustering algorithm. It extracts conversations in text message stream based on above method of similarity measure and storage structure of message relations. For a new coming message, DWExter performs two steps to complete the clustering process.
Firstly, DWExter assigns the new coming message to the most related conversation if this conversation exists, otherwise, creates a new conversation to contain this new message. Secondly, DWExter scans all the messages in candidate conversations and renew their assignments as well as the RMR structure on the condition that these messages are more similar to the new message than their original Inviters.
In this paper, we work on the conversation extraction task in on-line message stream in which the data is arriving continuously and endlessly with high rate. In order to adapt this situation on the condition of limited resources of memory and CPU, we design DWExter based on a double window mechanism. On this mechanism, we define two windows for DWExter. The first is conversation window WinC which contains the newer w c conversations. DWExter will consider only conversations in WinC as candidates for grouping a new message to. The second is message window WinM which contains the newer w m messages in one conversation. DWExter measures the similarity between new coming message and message only in WinM. This mechanism comes from the practice that people are conditioned to discuss a topic in a limited range of time, that is, the new coming message is mostly related to the recent w c conversations. Furthermore, the topic of a conversation is usually discussed sequentially. The new coming message is mostly similar to the latest w m messages in a conversation. w c is the window size for WinC as well as w m for WinM. Figure 5 highlights the mechanism of double windows.
The DWExter algorithm is illuminated in figure 6 . The similarities between new message and every conversation in WinC window of RMR are calculated in steps 4 and 5 according formula (6).
Step 6 selects the conversation which has the most similarity to new message. Only when the max similarity is beyond a specific threshold β, which is determined through experiments, the new message would be added into the most similar conversation. Otherwise, a new conversation will be created to contain the new message. This is achieved by steps 7~10. Steps 11~14 maintain the reversed message relationships as described in section 4.2. Conversations which expired are output in step 16. For simplicity, we use the relative time in stream other than absolute time for message as well as for conversation.
Because of the relationship maintaining operations in steps 11~14, DWExter can perform updatable clustering process. This is an improvement from Shen's method which fixes the relations of message to conversation even if the message should be regroup to another conversation.
D Analysis of the DWExter complexity
The similarity measure is based on the static lexical taxonomy and training corpus, both of which can be processed beforehand and stored for prospective access. Once it has been constructed, it would not be altered afterwards unless new information should be integrated. So we take this part out of our account when analyzing the DWExter complexity.
The main storage of DWExter exists in RMR and temporary variables, i.e. the similarity weight lists of new message to each of conversations and new message to each of messages in WinM windows. Both of them rely on the sizes of WinC and WinM. We assume that the size of WinC is w c and WinM is w m . and then the memory that DWExter need can be estimated by O(w c ·w m ).
The complexity of similarity measuring between messages is determined by the message length and the scale of knowledge base of word relationship. The former is averagely below of 40 [2] , and the latter is usually a static value once the base has been constructed. So, the time complexity of DWExter can be studied without regard to both of them. From figure 6, we can see that the main operations consist of two series-connected forloops, the first is step 4 and the second is step 11. The former is related with w c and the latter can be quantized by the production of w c and w m . Then the time complexity of DWExter can be calculated by O(w c + w c ·w m ) = O(w c ·w m ).
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We conduct a series of experiments to evaluate the performance of method proposed in this paper. These experiments cover the parameter α, the threshold β and the comparison of the results among the baseline algorithms SP B , SP NN and DWExter. SP B and SP NN [10] are based on the similar motivations with ours. We use HowNet system version 2000 as the lexical taxonomy.
A The Dataset Analysis
A set of Chinese instant messages collected from our colleagues' chatting group of Tencent QQ [22] is used as the dataset. The time range of these messages covers over one week. After preprocessing, such as tokenizing the dataset using a tool 1 , removing worthless symbols and deleting meaningless messages, there are still 7,780 messages and 10,215 disparate Chinese words and interpunctions. Figure 7 shows the dataset statistical characteristics: (a) word frequencies (b) message lengths. We can see from Figure 7 (b) that the length of most messages, nearly 95%, is below 15. This dataset is a typically short text set.
The dynamic message stream is produced using this dataset based on their time stamps. The conversation information is provided by the authors of the messages. For DWExter, we need the training data to estimate conditional likelihood parameters. Therefore split the dataset into 3 folds, and we use two folds as training data and another fold as test data at each time. The two baseline algorithms are also tested on the same test data used by DWExter for comparison purposes. Table 1 shows the statistical information in these 3 sub datasets.
B Evaluation Criteria
The precision, recall and F measure [22] are used as evaluation metrics. Here, we explain these metrics in the context of the conversation extraction problem. For each detected conversation, we calculate its precision and recall against each real conversation. The F measure is defined by combining the precision and recall together. Specifically, for the extracted conversation j and the real conversation i, the metrics are calculated as follows: ( , ) 
Precision i j Recall i j F i j Precision i j Recall i j
where n ij is the number of messages of the real conversation i in the detected conversation j, n i is the number of messages in the real conversation i, n j is the number of messages in the detected conversation j and  F(i, j) is the F measure of the detected conversation j and the real conversation i. The whole F measure of the detection result in a stream is defined as follow: (10) where the max is taken over all detected conversations and n is the total number of messages. The results we report in the next section are in terms of the average F value among all the sub test streams.
B Experimental Results

B1 Parameters Tuning
There are two parameters for DWExter to tune at the same time. That is the parameter α and β. We tune the two parameters orderly and repeatedly until the best combination is found. That is, we first fix α and then tune β orderly to obtain a result list. After that, we change the value of α and tune β to get another list of results. We repeat this process until the performance of our algorithm achieves the better result. Figure 8 shows the results with regard to the different combinations of α and β. We found that DWExter achieves better result when α=0.65 and β=0.25. The following results are on this condition.
α leverages the effect of text content and linguistic feature in messages when measuring their similarity. When α is assigned a small value, e.g. 0.35, the DWExter is degraded into none linguistic feature available and its F measure reaches nearly 0.4. β determines how much the similarity score between the new message a conversation should be at least to group the message into this conversation. When β gets close to 1, the DWExter would prefer small conversations, which would result in the low recall as well as low F measure. When α=0.65 and β=0.25, DWExter achieves the better results (F = 0.637).
In addition, the baseline methods employed in this paper need parameter tuning, too. We conducted a series of experiments on our dataset according to the instructions in their source paper. SP B get the best F measure when t sim =0.479. SP NN achieves the best F measure when t sim =0.551 and m=5. We set these parameters based on table 2 in following experiments.
B2 F-feature on different dataset combination
In order to maximize the fairness of evaluation to algorithms, we describe the results produced by all algorithms on different dataset combinations. The indication of "(D1, D2) & (D3)" denotes that D1 and D2 are treated as training corpora and D3 as testing dataset.
From the results of table 2, we can see that DWExter has the bigger F measure than the other baseline algorithms, and the SP B algorithm is the poorest one, which is an intuited method and make none use of temporal or linguistic feature in message stream. The SP NN algorithm got remarkable improvement from SP B because of the employment of temporal features. Temporal features (by double time window) and linguistic features (by dynamic representation and linguistic rules) play an important role in DWExter.
From the different F measure of the same algorithm on different combination of datasets, we can conclude above assertion further. According to table 1, we found that the average length of conversation in D1 is the biggest among three datasets, and it is the smallest in D3. So, the traditional TF-IDF schema which is used by SP B and SP NN could contributes to similarity measuring in D1. But for D3, SP B and SP NN produced clearly lower F measure than did in D1 because of sparse key words. But this kind of factor makes slightly interfere to DWExter, whose F measure has less difference on two different dataset than those of SP B and SP NN . It proves that DWExter can process short text message stream commendably.
In summary, our method proposed in this paper can capture enriched temporal and linguistic features in text message stream and produce steady results concerning conversation extraction task. DWExter avoids the deviation of similarity because of the sparsity of key words and the unstability resulted from different lengths of conversations. When applied into conversation extraction task, our methods achieve better results than the baseline methods.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we focus on the problem of conversation extraction in dynamic text message stream. The dynamic representations of messages are designed to conquer the deviation of similarity because of the key word sparsity and high dimension curse. A memory storage structure RMR is developed to maintain the reversed relationship of maximal similarity for renewable message assignment to conversations. The conversation extraction algorithm DWExter is proposed based on above methods to achieve the ultimate goal in this paper. Experimental results show that our methods obviously outperform two baseline methods 47% and 15% respectively concerning F measure.
We plan to study further the characteristic of instant message and HowNet to propose a specific approach for similarity measure between instant messages, such as the method of similarity measure between word based on HowNet and the schema of mixing taxonomy based and corpus based short text similarities. Besides, to evaluate the efficiency of our methods in this paper and propose solutions to improve it can still be a job when a public standard benchmark is available.
